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Precision measurement of subcontinuum gas conduction within microconfinements
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Subcontinuum gas conduction is an essentially important phenomenon in disparate fields of applications
ranging from aerospace vehicles to biomedical sensors, and has been the focus of many computational studies
over the past decades. These studies predicted that the energy exchange mechanisms are driven by gas-surface
interactions, strongly dependent on the gas and surface characteristics. Despite its fundamental and practical
importance, thermal transport via gas conduction at noncontinuum regimes mostly remains experimentally
unverified. Here, we report precision measurements of subcontinuum gas conduction within parallel microcav-
ities and elucidate its dependence on the gas and surface characteristics. More importantly, we demonstrate a
systematic approach for extracting the energy accommodation coefficient (EAC), which is necessary to establish
gas-surface scattering kernels or develop diffusive-specular solutions to the Boltzmann transport equation. EACs
are also required for calculating the temperature jump coefficient in near-continuum conditions to solve classical
hydrodynamical equations. We show a correction to the kinetic theory in the transition to near-continuum regimes
(particularly for nonmonatomic gases) by extracting a physical parameter representing the intermolecular
collisions within the Knudsen layer. Our results agree well with the kinetic theory predictions and are expected
to inform the development of technologies such as thermal switches, gas sensors, and light-driven actuators.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevResearch.5.043298

Conductive heat transfer through rarefied gases is a classi-
cal and fundamentally important problem in many engineer-
ing applications, including thermal insulation of spacecrafts
[1–3], gas sensors [4–6], microgas chromatography [7,8], heat
pumps [9–13], combustors [14–17], optical/photophoretic
actuators [18–22], and nano-electromechanical systems
[23–29]. In such systems, the length scale (L) is usually
smaller than the molecular mean free path of the gas (λ),
leading to large Knudsen numbers (Kn = λ/L). At Kn > 1,
the gas is in a nonequilibrium state which makes the ther-
mal transport process dictated by the gas-surface interactions
(GSIs) [30]. Despite the critical implications of rarefied gas
conduction, the experimental study of such transport phe-
nomenon has remained very limited [31–35]. Understanding
GSIs is inherently complex due to a vast interconnected pa-
rameter space associated with gas type, surface material and
morphology, surface and gas temperatures, and adsorption
susceptibility [36,37]. To represent the net effect of GSIs, the
energy accommodation coefficient (EAC) is commonly used,
α = �Ei/�Emax, where �Ei is the energy that incident gas
molecules gain after colliding with the surface, and �Emax is
the maximum energy attainable from the GSI [38]. EACs are
of significant importance in the kinetic modeling of heat trans-
fer problems using the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE)
by providing boundary conditions in the form of temperature
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jump coefficient for near-continuum conditions [39–41], or
obtaining scattering kernels for GSIs [42–44].

Obtaining EACs has been the subject of theoretical [45,46],
numerical [47–52], and experimental studies [31–33,35,53–
56]. While the theoretical studies of EAC strongly rely on the
available experimental data for verification and improvement,
the measurements have been limited to monatomic and a few
polyatomic gases (e.g., N2 and CO2) within ideal confine-
ments. Most of the EAC measurements were conducted using
the concentric cylinder apparatus [57–61], which, although
simple, could not test different materials or surface structures.
To circumvent this limitation, experiments with parallel plate
configurations were employed [32,34,62]. However, estab-
lishing a (micrometer) parallel gap distance and accurately
measuring heat fluxes at low pressures has proven challeng-
ing, impeding its extensive use.

In this letter, we report direct and systematic measure-
ments of subcontinuum gas conduction heat transfer for
monatomic, diatomic, and polyatomic gases between pla-
nar structures. We demonstrate accurate extraction of EACs
for smooth and functionalized surfaces from the subcontin-
uum conduction measurements. Furthermore, we express a
measurement-driven correction factor to the simple kinetic
theory in the transition and near-continuum regimes to ac-
count for the inter-molecular collisions within the Knudsen
layer [39,63–66]. To this end, we have developed a versa-
tile experimental platform [see Fig. 1(a)] where two planar
samples are mounted with an overlap area of 5 × 5 mm2.
The bottom stage has a heater (Watlow 8 × 8 mm2) and a
resistance temperature detector (RTD) attached to the heat
spreader. The top sample is placed on a 4.4 × 4.4 mm2 heat
flux sensor (gSKIN-XM greenTEG) with a response time of
0.7 s and an accuracy of ±3%. A thermoelectric cooler (TEC)
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FIG. 1. Schematic illustrations of the experimental setup for pre-
cision measurement of subcontinuum gas conduction. (a) Developed
nanopositioner platform and the inverted breadboard where 10 ×
5 mm2 samples are mounted perpendicularly. The inset shows the
arrangement of the sample assemblies. (b) Vacuum chamber housing
the setup, equipped with MFC and a VAT valve to precisely maintain
the gas pressure.

controls the top sample’s temperature. RTDs are connected to
NI cDAQ-9171 to maintain a steady temperature by feedback
controlling the power to the heater and TEC. To accurately
control the relative position of the two surfaces, the top stage
is fixed while the bottom stage is placed on a nanoposi-
tioner with 1- nm translational resolution in all directions and
1 − µm rotational resolution. Using this nanopositioner en-
ables precise control of the gap distance between the samples,
allowing us to reach different thermal transport regimes [67].
As shown in Fig. 1(b), the setup is housed in a high-vacuum
chamber equipped with a VAT gate valve. A gas supply line is
connected to the chamber via a mass-flow-controller (MFC),
enabling precise pressure control. By adjusting the mass flow
rate of the gas from 0 − 5 SCCM, we can maintain steady gas
pressures ranging from 0.005 − 0.5 Torr.

For any measurement scenario, the heat transfer between
the two samples measured by the heat flux sensor (QMeas)
can consist of two main mechanisms, thermal conduction via
gas molecules (QGas) and thermal radiation (QRad), yielding
QMeas = QGas + QRad. Thus, as a preliminary step to mea-
suring QGas, we must measure the radiative heat transfer,
QRad, at high-vacuum conditions. QRad consists of the thermal
radiation directly exchanged between the samples and the
background thermal radiation. Before any measurements, a
parallelism alignment between the two samples is performed
to establish a precise gap distance (see Appendix B). After
alignment, to measure QRad, we fully retract the samples and
set TH = 50◦C and TC = 23◦C, while the pressure is below
10−6 Torr. Once steady, we measure the heat flux by varying

FIG. 2. (a)–(c) AFM surface morphology and the measured
roughness of the three sets of Si samples. All AFM scans were
generated using tapping mode with a Si probe tip, with a resonant
frequency of 260 kHz. (d) EAC extraction from heat flux measure-
ments corresponding to He, N2 and CO2, confined by samples of set
b with a gap distance of L = 500 µm.

the distance from 750 to 5 µm in decremental steps while
feedback controlling the temperatures.

To measure QGas, we fully retract the samples to 750 µm
while the temperatures are still fixed. We set the pressure
to 0.5 Torr by adjusting the outflow through the VAT valve
and controlling the inlet gas flow rate via MFC. Once steady,
we record the heat flux and pressure for about 5 min. At the
same gap, we gradually reduce the gas flow rate to establish
lower pressures down to 3.5 × 10−3 Torr. The same procedure
is repeated for smaller gaps down to 5 µm. It is noteworthy
that for the measurements at lower gaps, we always initialize
with a gap of 750 µm and then approach the samples to the
desired distance. This ensures gas particles can occupy the
space between the samples, especially at lower pressures.

To fully capture the central role of surface characteris-
tics in the energy exchange process through GSI, we used
the laser-induced periodic surface structuring (LIPSS) tech-
nique to fabricate surface structures in a well-controlled
manner. Briefly, LIPSS can generate highly reproducible
micro/nanoscale quasiperiodic structures formed due to light-
matter interactions between incident ultrashort laser and
surface waves that propagate or scatter at the surface of the
irradiated material. By modulating the intensity or scanning
velocity of the focused laser, one can control the period-
icity and the height of the structures ranging from several
nanometers to a few micrometers [68–70]. In this work, we
studied three different sets of samples, all diced out of an
N-doped silicon (Si) wafer, with an average resistivity of 1.2
� cm and a crystal orientation of {111}. Samples of set a
were unmodified to serve as our baseline for comparison to
the literature. Samples of sets b and c were fabricated using
LIPSS with different raster speeds [71] (see Appendix A).
Figure 2 shows the surface morphology of these three sets
captured by atomic force microscopy (AFM). As shown, a
root-mean-square roughness (RRMS) of 2.6 nm was measured
for set a, while for the LIPSS samples of sets b and c, RRMS

of 71.2 nm and 123 nm were measured, respectively. After
fabrication, a cleaning protocol was carried out to remove any
surface contaminations [72] (see Appendix A).
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TABLE I. EACs of sample sets for He, N2 and CO2.

Sample RRMS αHe αN2 αCO2

Set a 2.6 nm 0.50 ± 0.03 0.87 ± 0.04 0.97 ± 0.05
Set b 71.2 nm 0.61 ± 0.05 0.94 ± 0.06 0.97 ± 0.05
Set c 123.0 nm 0.67 ± 0.02 0.99 ± 0.08 0.99 ± 0.01

The EAC for a particular surface can be determined by
measuring the gas conduction heat flux at very low pressures.
This technique, known as the low-pressure (LP) method [73],
requires the measurement of gas conduction at or near the
free-molecular regime to minimize the uncertainties due to
particle-particle collisions. In that case, EAC can be ob-
tained as the ratio between the measured heat flux (QMeas)
and the theoretical free-molecular heat flux for a fully ac-
commodating surface (QFM,α=1), i.e., QMeas/QFM,α=1 [73–75].
However, measuring heat flux at the deep free-molecular
regime might be challenging due to the scarce presence of
gas particles, which leads to a weak signal hardly detectable
by the heat flux sensor. Therefore, to account for the devia-
tion from purely free-molecular conditions, a different term
known as the “apparent EAC” is used that can be represented
as [76],

αapp = QMeas

QFM,α=1
= q∗

1 + q∗[( 1−α1
α1

) + ( 1−α2
α2

)] . (1)

It should be noted that αapp is different from the EAC. Here,
q∗ = Qα=1/QFM,α=1 is a theoretical heat transfer coefficient,
where Qα=1 is the theoretical gas conduction heat flux at
subcontinuum transport regime for a fully accommodating
case [59]. α1 and α2 are the EACs for the two surfaces, and
if identical, α1 = α2 = α. In this case, to extract EAC, we can
rewrite Eq. (1) in a linear form,

1

αapp
= 1 − q∗

q∗ +
(

2

α
− 1

)
= A(P) + B, (2)

where A(P) varies with pressure and B is the intercept.
At highly rarefied conditions, q∗ = 1 which yields αapp =
α/(2 − α). Using this factor, the theoretical free-molecular
heat flux expression can be given as [77],

QFM = α

(2 − α)

(γ + 1)cvP(TH − TC )√
8πRTFM

, (3)

where γ is the specific heat ratio, cv is the specific heat
capacity at constant volume, R is the specific gas constant,
and TFM is the effective mean temperature of the gas in the
free-molecular regime.

Figure 2(d) shows the linear dependence of 1/αapp on
pressure for He, N2, and CO2 gases with samples of set b
while separated by L = 500 µm. A simple linear least lquare
regression is performed to obtain the intercept B = (2/α − 1).
The extracted EACs for all surfaces are shown in Table I.
While the values for He and N2 on smooth Si surfaces agree
with the prior experiments [32], there is no literature—to our
knowledge—either on the nonsmooth Si surfaces or for the
CO2 gas. For a given surface, the EAC increases with an
increase in the molecular weight and structure of the interact-
ing gas [38,57]. Expectedly, an increase in surface roughness

FIG. 3. Measured heat flux in the transition and free-molecular
regimes for He confined by samples of sets a, b, and c, compared to
the kinetic theory predictions using the extracted EACs. The color
bands show the effects of EAC uncertainties on the kinetic theory
calculations.

leads to larger EACs as it causes multiple collisions of the
incident gas molecules with the surface. The impact of rough-
ness on EAC enhancement appears to be more prominent for
He [78], mainly because of its smaller monatomic structure,
which makes it more susceptible to be accommodated by
the added roughness [79,80]. On the contrary, EAC for CO2

shows no change across set a and b due to the inherent nature
of the gas molecule to strongly accommodate onto surfaces.

Using the extracted EACs, we can compare the gas con-
duction measurements with the theoretical predictions from
kinetic theory by adopting the expression for the heat flux
as [81],

Q = k(TH − TC )

L
(
1 + Kn 2−α

α

9γ+1
γ−1

√
Tm,DF

Tm,FM

) , (4)

which represents a temperature jump near the surfaces due to
the ballistic gas-surface interactions, and a diffusive middle
layer due to particle-particle collisions. Here, k is the ther-
mal conductivity of the gas [77], and Tm,DF and Tm,FM are
the effective mean temperature of the gas at diffusive and
free-molecular conditions, respectively. It can be shown that
Eq. (4) can also be obtained from the Sherman interpolation,
1/Q = 1/QC + 1/QFM, where QC = k(TH − TC )/L [82].

Figure 3 shows the measured gas conduction results for He,
corresponding to sets a, b, and c, compared to the theoretical
calculations from kinetic theory. The results are normalized
with respect to the continuum limit heat flux (QC) and plotted
as a function of the inverse Knudsen number to fully repre-
sent the variation of pressure and gap distance. An excellent
agreement is demonstrated between the measurements and the
kinetic theory predictions using the extracted EACs, across
the free-molecular and transition regimes. The solution to
the heat transfer within the transition regime for monatomic
gases under small temperature ratios was previously obtained
by solving the BTE under some simplifying assumptions,
resulting in Eq. (4) [83,84]. These assumptions allowed the
introduction of hard-sphere particles, justified by the simple
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FIG. 4. Gas conduction measurements compared to the theoretical predictions from the corrected kinetic theory of Eq. (5) for (a) N2 and
(b) CO2 across smooth and functionalized surfaces. The gap distances follow the legend in Fig. 3.

spherical molecular structure of monatomic gases, which
carry only translational kinetic energy. Additionally, assum-
ing a small temperature ratio between the gas and surface
will allow linearizing the BTE by representing the velocity
distribution of the gas molecules as a simple perturbation
from the ideal Maxwell velocity distribution [85]. Although
our measurements were performed at a temperature ratio of
approximately 1.09 (calculated in degree Kelvin), it has been
shown that the EAC of He will not vary with respect to the
temperature ratio [57].

Figure 4 shows the measurements of sub-continuum gas
conduction for N2 and CO2 within the three different sets of
surfaces. While most of the measured data for He lies within
the free-molecular regime (see Fig. 3), it is more evenly dis-
tributed for the cases of N2 and CO2. This is attributed to the
larger mean free path (due to a smaller molecular diameter)
of He compared to N2 and CO2 at the given pressures. No-
tably, at any gap distance, the measured data for N2 and CO2

(particularly at higher pressures) are more dispersed than the
He case. This divergence roots in the discrepancy between the
gas pressure measured by the transducer and the actual pres-
sure within the two plates. Since the chamber is significantly
larger than the measurement system, the local pressure of the
gas confined between the two samples is slightly lower than
what the pressure transducers are measuring. This deviation
grows for gases with larger molecular structures, leading to a
miscalculation of the Knudsen number by overestimating the
mean free path (see Appendix D).

The measurements show that regardless of the gas type,
the heat flux enhances by increasing the surface roughness, as
expected from the extracted EACs in Table I. Comparing the
results of He (as a monatomic gas) with the more complex
N2 and CO2 gases, we observe that the heat flux increases re-
markably as the size and molecular weight of the gas increase.
A polyatomic gas molecule such as CO2 can contain nine
various energy modes (three translational, two rotational, and
four vibrational degrees of freedom), making it a better energy
carrier than He (with three translational modes) and N2 (with
three translational, two rotational, and one vibrational mode).
It is noted that the contribution of vibrational modes (for both

N2 and CO2) is negligible due to their high characteristic
vibration temperature.

While the measurements for He exhibited a great match
to the kinetic theory predictions, the measured heat fluxes for
N2 and CO2 do not agree well with the model represented by
Eq. (4) (see Appendix F). As discussed earlier, Eq. (4) was
derived under simplifying assumptions for monatomic gases,
not applicable to more complex polyatomic gases. Moreover,
Eq. (4) does not account for the particle-particle collisions
in the transition regime, thus resulting in an overprediction
of heat transfer. To correct the kinetic theory for polyatomic
gases in the transition and near-continuum regimes, we use
the modified version of Eq. (4) as below [39,63–66]:

Q = k(TH − TC )

L
[
1 + Kn 2−α

α

9γ+1
γ−1

√
Tm,DF

Tm,FM

(
1 + c1α

1+c2Kn

)] , (5)

which incorporates two additional parameters, c1 and c2,
where c1 represents the effect of intermolecular collisions
within the Knudsen layers, and c2 helps retain the free-
molecular conditions for the given theory. This correction was
introduced from the solution to the temperature-jump prob-
lem for the linearized BTE, in which variational methods or
discrete-ordinate methods were employed to obtain accurate
solutions for the case of monatomic gases, by considering
different interaction potentials [e.g., Maxwell, hard-spheres,
Lennard-Jones, and n(r)-6] [64–66]. These coefficients can
also be obtained from direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC)
simulations using the above theoretical solution [63]. Nev-
ertheless, these coefficients have never been experimentally
verified or extracted from sub-continuum gas conduction
measurements. To obtain c1 and c2, we employ a nonlinear
regression, where the dependent variable is the natural loga-
rithmic of the heat flux data, and the independent variables are
the extracted EACs and the natural logarithmic of the Knudsen
number [63] (see Appendix F). The obtained c1 coefficients
are 0.116 for He, 0.148 for N2, and 0.863 for CO2, while
the coefficient c2 was fixed to 0.599 for all gases. The results
for the corrected kinetic theory using Eq. (5) are shown in
Fig. 4, demonstrating good agreement with the measurements
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for both N2 and CO2. Although the correction for He was not
necessary, we expect that if the measurements were conducted
near the continuum limit, deviations from the kinetic theory
of Eq. (4) would be observed [39,63–66]. The correction
coefficients reported here are experimentally determined are
of significant importance for calculating temperature jump
coefficient in BTE for any gas-solid system [86,87].

To conclude, we performed systematic measurements to
provide an unprecedented experimental demonstration of sub-
continuum gas conduction beyond monatomic gases across
smooth and laser-functionalized Si surfaces. We experimen-
tally extracted EACs to characterize the gas-surface energy
interactions accurately. Further, we showed the deviation of
gas conduction measurements in the transition regime from
the Sherman-Lee formula due to the strong impact of the
Knudsen layer on the transport mechanism. We addressed
this by using the corrected closed-form expression with co-
efficients derived from our measurements. The findings can
shed light on the fundamental understanding of intermolecu-
lar potentials required to accurately represent particle-particle
collisions in complex gas-surface problems.
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APPENDIX A: SURFACE FUNCTIONALIZATION,
CLEANING AND CHARACTERIZATION

Samples of sets b and c were fabricated using LIPSS with
a laser fluence of 0.28 J/cm2, pulse energy of 1050 µJ, a pitch
of 160 µm, and a beam diameter of 962 µm, while rastering the
samples on a motorized stage. The difference between sets b
and c is caused by changing the raster speed from 11.00 to
12.25 mm/s, which decreased the pulse count from 584 to
489, respectively. For surface characterization, we employed
AFM to fully map the morphology of the original (i.e., set a)
and the LIPSS samples of sets b and c. A silicon-based AFM
probe was used with a 2-nm tip and a resonant frequency
of 260 kHz. Since the samples were relatively large, four
scanning areas of 20 µm × 20 µm were randomly selected on
the surface of each sample. Partial results of all the scans
are shown in Fig. 5, where evenly distributed quasiperiodic
nanostructures can be observed on sets b and c. From the AFM
results in Fig. 5, it can be seen that LIPSS is an excellent
technique for controlling the degree of surface roughness in
a quasiperiodic pattern.

FIG. 5. Mapped surface morphology of sets a, b, and c using
AFM. Sample a is unmodified, while b and c are engineered via
LIPSS.

Although generating higher surface roughness was pos-
sible, we kept the maximum roughness to less than one
micrometer. A highly rough surface (RRMS > 1µm) will lead
to prolonged gas particles scattering at the surface, causing
multiple collisions of incident molecules with the surface,
hence allowing enough time to obtain fully accommodated
conditions [38]. Moreover, the specific crystalline structure
of the surface plane may be altered by the extended use
of LIPSS, which could undesirably impact the gas-surface
interactions. After fabrication, samples were cleaned in an
ultrasonic bath and dried with nitrogen. Next, a special optics-
cleaning polymer (First Contact) was applied to remove any
remaining surface debris. Finally, samples were placed inside
a deep ultraviolet (UV) ozone cleaner (Novascan, PSD-UV4)
for 30 min to remove any organic contamination.

APPENDIX B: ALIGNMENT OF SAMPLES

After cleaning, samples are fixed to the top and bottom
stages of the measurement system, as shown in Fig. 1 of
the main text. Initially, samples are manually aligned by first
fixing the nanopositioner to the designated marks on the
floor of the vacuum chamber and then placing the top stage
(with the inverted breadboard) directly above that. The optical
breadboard is manually shifted until the edges of the sam-
ples are perfectly aligned, and an overlap area of 5 × 5 mm2

is obtained. Once positioned, the nanopositioner adjusts the
bottom sample to match the top sample’s angular orientation.
An Allied Vision 1800–2050m microscopic camera (Fig. 6)
is used to help with adjusting the translational displacement
and rotational angles in the x and y directions, as shown in
Fig. 7. Using the camera, together with MATLAB’s Image
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FIG. 6. Microscopic images captured by a 20 MP high-resolution
camera, equipped with a 2× objective lens. (a) Front view of the sam-
ples separated by 250 µm. (b) Lateral view of the samples, separated
by 500 µm. (c) 2 × 2 mm2 image of an AFM calibration slide with
patterned surface features, ranging from 2 mm to 1 µm. (d) 0.5 ×
0.5 mm2 zoomed-in section of the AFM slide. (e) 0.25 × 0.25 mm2

zoomed-in section, where 10 µm features are clearly distinguishable.

Acquisition toolbox, we can estimate the distance between
any two points based on the pixel resolution of the camera
5496 (horizontal) ×3672 (vertical), with a pixel size of 2.4 µm
(horizontal) ×2.4 µm (vertical). Since the camera is equipped
with a 2× objective lens, this yields a sensing area of approx-
imately 6.6 × 4.4 mm2. For the next step of the alignment,
we pump down the chamber until high-vacuum conditions
(1 × 10−6 Torr) is obtained. At this point, we set the bottom
sample to a temperature of TH = 50 ◦C, while the top sample’s

FIG. 7. Illustration of the angular alignment of the rotational
angle (a) θy and (b) θx of the samples. (c) Displacement of the
nanopositioner in the z direction. Here the total travel is approxi-
mately 2 µm until reaching the contact point. (d) Temperature signal
and (e) heat flux signal originating from the cold side sample. Tem-
perature slightly rises until a jump is observed, reaching Tcont. =
27.5 ◦C. The observed temperature jump corresponds to a heat flux
jump, where the heat transfer mode switches from radiation to
conduction.

temperature is not fixed. We approach the samples by moving
the bottom sample in increments of 50 µm in the z direction
until a contact between the two samples is observed as a
sudden temperature jump of the top sample. At this point, the
samples are retracted for approximately 10 µm, and the ap-
proaching process is repeated with finer increments until a gap
distance of approximately 2 µm is established, as in Fig. 7(c).
Now, the rotational angles θx and θy are readjusted by keeping
one angle fixed while changing the other in increments of
0.050 degrees until the edge of the bottom sample touches the
top sample, leading to a temperature jump of the top sample.
This process is repeated to find the second contact angle in the
opposite direction. The median of the two found angles will
provide the best angular parallelism between the two samples.
To facilitate the tedious process of angular alignment, this
procedure has been automated to find the optimal angles that
give us the best parallelism between the two sides.

APPENDIX C: BACKGROUND GAS CONDUCTION

In our measurement system, the heat transfer between the
two samples, measured by the heat flux sensor (QMeas) can
consist of two primary mechanisms, thermal conduction by
the gas molecules (QGas) and thermal radiation heat transfer
(QRad),

QMeas = QGas + QRad. (C1)

To fully characterize the potential contributions of other
sources to the measured heat flux, a series of experiments
were carried out that are discussed in detail in the following
subsections.

For QGas in Eq. (C1), special consideration of other poten-
tial thermal sources that might have exchanged energy with
the gas molecules must be taken into account. For exam-
ple, gas particles are exposed to other surfaces, such as the
nanopositioning stage and the TEC’s heat sink, with different
temperatures than the samples. So, these gas molecules might
gain thermal energy from these surfaces that the heat flux sen-
sor could undesirably still pick up. Therefore, as a precursor to
our measurements, we needed to account for this background
gas conduction that is not originated from the interactions
between gas molecules and the hot sample. We considered
three possible scenarios to test whether the influence of the
background gas conduction would contribute to the total heat
transfer. In the first scenario, we completely disabled the
TEC and heater while keeping the nanopositioner on. Here,
we measured the heat flux exchanged between the samples
separated by a gap of 500 µm while varying the pressure of
N2 gas. As shown in Fig. 8(a), the results demonstrate that the
measured heat flux increased with pressure.

Although small, this suggests that the gas particles are
gaining thermal energy from the surfaces of the nanoposi-
tioner (i.e., its piezoactuators). However, once the heater is
activated, similar to the real experiment, the concentration of
gas molecules in the vicinity of the heater will likely be in
thermal equilibrium with the respective temperature of the
heater. To understand this, let us consider, for example, CO2

at a pressure of 0.5 Torr, which yields a mean free path of
about 70 µm. In this case, there will be a large number of CO2

gas molecules (approximately 4.5 × 1020) inside the chamber,
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FIG. 8. (a) Measured heat flux as a function of pressure for scenario one where the TEC and heater were completely deactivated, but the
nanopositioner was on. (b) Temperature variation of the chamber, hot-side, cold-side, and TEC by pressure, for scenario one. In scenario one,
the increase in heat flux and temperature of the hot side suggests that the nanopositioning stage delivers thermal energy to the surrounding gas.
(c) Measured and calculated heat flux for scenario two with TEC on and the heater and the nanopositioner off. The cold-side temperature was
set to 21 ◦C. (d) Variation of the chamber, hot-side, cold-side, and TEC temperatures as a function of pressure for scenario two. (e) Measured
heat flux for scenario three with the TEC, heater, and nanopositioning stage deactivated. (f) Variation of the chamber, hot-side, cold-side, and
TEC temperatures as a function of pressure for scenario three. The results for all scenarios are for N2 gas confined by set b, at a gap distance
of 500 µm.

where most of these will be in thermal equilibrium with the
chamber walls (maintained about room temperature). Since
the sample assembly is far from the chamber walls and the
nanopositioner, the gas molecules around the hot sample will
likely be in thermal equilibrium with its temperature, thus
not being much affected by the surface temperature of the
nanopositioner when the heater is on. For the second scenario,
we wanted to investigate the effect of the TEC (i.e., its hot
side) on the parasitic heating of the gas molecules. To this aim,
we feedback control the temperature of the cold side sample
to TC = 21 ◦C while the heater and nanopositioner are entirely
disabled. The heat flux was measured for the same gas, pres-
sures, and gap distance as in the first scenario. Here, we were
limited to a temperature of 21 ◦C due to an unavoidable small
amount of current that the TEC draws once the power source is
activated. As a result, it will automatically start cooling down
to a temperature below 23 ◦C. Additionally, since the nanopo-
sitioner is deactivated, the initial temperature of the chamber
slightly dropped to approximately 23 ◦C, as compared to the
first scenario, leading to a lower initial temperature of the
top stage. The results for the second scenario are shown in
Fig. 8(c), where the heat flux increased by increasing the
pressure.

This increase can be attributed to a substantial temperature
gradient between the cold-side sample (attached to the heat
flux sensor) and the gas, as illustrated in Fig. 8(d), and does
not add any undesired background conduction in our real test
where the gas and the cold side temperatures are very close.
To prove this, if we assume the mean temperature of the gas

is 24 ◦C and calculate the heat transfer by kinetic theory (for a
fully accommodating case), we can obtain an excellent match
between the measured data and the theoretical prediction, as
depicted in Fig. 8(c).

Finally, for the last scenario, we wanted to explore if any
other unaccounted thermal source might interfere with our
tests. To check this, we measured the heat flux by completely
disabling the TEC, heater, and nanopositioning stage. It was
found that there was no variation in the heat flux as a function
of pressure, suggesting that the gas temperature before enter-
ing the chamber is in thermal equilibrium with the outside
ambient (i.e., room) temperature. These results are shown
in Fig. 8(e), where it can also be seen that the temperature
inside the chamber is approximately 24 ◦C, confirming our
assumption for the mean temperature of the gas.

APPENDIX D: EFFECTIVE PRESSURE WITHIN
THE MICROCONFINEMENT

The pressure of the rarefied gases plays a central role in the
current measurements of heat conduction and its comparison
to the theoretical predictions. Since the pressure of the con-
fined gas within the two sides cannot be directly measured, we
have used the readings from the sensitive pressure transducers
in the chamber. To test the extent of the mismatch between
the gas pressure measured by the transducer and the actual
pressure within the two plates, a five-day test was carried out
to observe the effect of allowing CO2 gas particles to penetrate
the confined space between the samples. Figure 9 shows the
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FIG. 9. Pressure and heat flux measured over five days for a fixed
flow rate of CO2 confined by set a. On day 1, the pressure was 0.172
Torr, and a heat flux of 485.33 W/m2 was measured, showing a
relative error of 4.05% compared to the calculated heat flux from
kinetic theory for the same pressure. On day 5, the pressure was
0.168 Torr, and a heat flux of 495.58 W/m2 was measured, showing
a relative error of 0.67% compared to theory.

measured results for CO2 gas confined by set a, for an estab-
lished gap distance of 250 µm. The results show that as time
progressed, the pressure measured by the transducer slightly
dropped for the same inlet flow rate of 1.50 SCCM, while
the measured heat flux slightly increased. This observed effect
suggests that localized pressure between the samples reaches
a more complete equilibrium condition over time by allowing
more gas particles to penetrate the micro-cavity between the
two sides. The increase in the total number of gas particles
confined within the volumetric space then leads to a slightly

larger heat flux. The insignificant change in the heat flux
suggests that the pressure mismatch is negligible. It should
also be noted that to mitigate this effect further, we initialize
all measurements (regardless of pressure and the desired gap)
from the largest possible separation distance of 750 µm.

APPENDIX E: FAR-FIELD THERMAL RADIATION

In Eq. (C1), the term QRad is the thermal radiation con-
tribution from all potential emitting surfaces. In general, we
can consider QRad to consist of thermal radiation from the
hot sample, Qs, and thermal radiation from the background
(i.e., experimental setup and the chamber walls), Qb, yielding
QRad = Qs + Qb. As described in the main text, prior to the
gas conduction measurements, QRad was measured at high-
vacuum conditions to be subtracted later from the total heat
flux measurements when gases are introduced. While Qb was
invariable for all cases, we wanted to explore if Qs would vary
due to the added surface roughness on the LIPSS samples. To
this aim, we measured QRad across sets a, b, and c for gap
distance ranging from 750 µm to 5 µm. Here a far-field value
of approximately 109 W/m2 was measured and found that
there was no variation across all sample sets. To verify this
observation, we calculated the thermal radiation based on the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem and effective medium theory
between two silicon plates for various RMS roughnesses of
10, 45, and 125 nm, subjected to a temperature of 50 ◦C and
23 ◦C for the emitter and receiver, respectively. Figure 10(a)
depicts the calculated results for the thermal radiation in
the near-field and far-field regimes as a function of the gap
distance. Here the gap distance is defined as dRMS = dtop +
2 × (3σ − σ ), where dtop is the distance between opposing
maximum peaks on the surface and σ is the RMS roughness
of the surface [88]. It can be seen that the far-field radiation

FIG. 10. (a) Effects of surface roughness on the thermal radiation exchanged between two parallel Si plates as a function of gap distance.
The calculations were carried out for an RMS roughness of 10, 45, and 125 nm. From the results, surface roughness does not affect the far-field
thermal radiation, which is where our gas conduction measurements are conducted. (b) Measurement of near-field thermal radiation between
samples of set a and set b, for a varying gap distance of 8 µm to 1 µm. From the measured results, near-field thermal radiation will not contribute
to our gas conduction measurements performed at gaps larger than 5 µm. Therefore, the lower bound of our gas conduction measurements will
be the far-field thermal radiation.
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FIG. 11. Comparison between the measurements and the theoretical predictions of kinetic theory with and without the correction
coefficients. The results are for He, N2 and CO2, confined by samples of set a, at a gap distance of 375 µm.

will not be affected by the surface roughness, where all of our
gas conduction measurements are conducted. On the contrary,
in the near-field regime, an increase in the RMS roughness
will enhance heat flux due to the scattering of additional
surface modes within the rough surface [89]. To elucidate
the potential contribution of near-field thermal radiation to
our heat transfer measurements at high-vacuum conditions,
we performed a series of thermal radiation measurements for
samples of sets a and b. By varying the gap distance from
8 µm to 1 µm in steps of 50 nm every 5 min, we recorded the
heat transfer exchanged between the two samples. Fig. 10(b)
depicts the measured results, showing that after 3 µm, the
heat transfer is substantially enhanced due to the contribution
from evanescent waves. Since our gas conduction measure-
ments are conducted for the gap distances within the range of
5 − 750 µm, near-field thermal radiation will not contribute to
our measurements, and our lower bound of heat transfer will
be the far-field thermal radiation.

APPENDIX F: KINETIC THEORY CORRECTIONS

To correct the kinetic theory for nonmonatomic gases
in the transition and near-continuum regime, the follow-
ing modified expression for the conductive heat flux was
employed [39,63–66],

Q = k(TH − TC )

L
[
1 + Kn 2−α

α

9γ+1
γ−1

√
Tm,DF

Tm,FM

(
1 + c1α

1+c2Kn

)] . (F1)

Here, the coefficient c1 represents the effect of molecular
collisions within the Knudsen layer, while c2 is a parameter
that serves to retain the free-molecular conditions for high
Knudsen numbers. To obtain the correcting coefficients, a
simple nonlinear regression was employed using MATLAB,
where the dependent and independent variables are the heat
flux and Knudsen number (a function of pressure), respec-
tively. The measured heat flux data and the extracted EAC
values for sets a, b, and c were utilized to conduct the
regression. Finding c1 and c2 requires that the least-square
error between the normalized heat flux values predicted by
Eq. (F1) and experimental data are minimized [63],

S =
∑ (

Q

QMeas
− 1

)2

. (F2)

After minimizing Eq. (F2), the extracted c1 coefficients are:
0.116 for He, 0.148 for N2, and 0.863 for CO2. The c1 value
for He matches the previous theoretical calculations [64–66]
extracted from the solution of Boltzmann transport equa-
tion and the numerical extraction via DSMC [63]. However,
there are no experimental, theoretical or numerical studies to
confirm the values of N2 and CO2. It is important to note
that although c2 was extracted, for the calculations, it was
fixed to 0.599 to help retain the free-molecular conditions. The
corrected theoretical results for He, N2 and CO2, confined by
set a, at a gap distance of 375 µm are shown in Fig. 11.
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